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Quick survey: Which building in Los Angeles would you like to have demolished?

1)    Disney Concert Hall

2)    The Pacific Design Center

3)    Staples Center

4)    Broad Contemporary Art Center

5)    Rodeo Drive Boutiques

6)    Kodak Center

Somehow you feel like it’s a test, a test that will reveal a secret about yourself, about your city, about, at the very least, what one small segment 
of the populace thinks is the building that most needs to be put out of its misery.  Gustavo Artigas likes games that take on the social dimensions 
of the various cities he works within.  And for this project in Los Angeles, there’s a tricksterish challenge to posing such a query. For all its 
deadpan appearance and unadorned simplicity, there’s a bit of play at work.

Artigas’s simple question leads to a rattling existential army of others: Is a city defined by its landmarks? Why would we wish to destroy one or 
another? Is it merely a matter of pure aesthetics, as may be the case of the massively ugly Kodak Center, or of political economies, as only a real 
leftist would care to annhilate Rodeo Drive? Disney Concert Hall, Staples Center, the BCAM - why should any one of the buildings be 
destroyed at all?

The question at the center of the survey asks us to question our relationship to our own landscape, and more importantly perhaps, our 
relationship to the powers that produced this landscape. Each of these buildings are LA landmarks; to express a desire to destroy any one of 
them is an act against the symbols and the powers that created them, the powers that shape the city.



My vote goes to demolish the Pacific Design Center. To me, it looks like the giant, hideous spaceship for an entire race of useless sycophants 
and overblown craftsmen, a ship that I wish would simply take off. It’s massive blue hull juts into the sky as a symbol of those with too much 
money and too little vision. Its corporate glass veneer reflects the landscape and thus sucks in and visually controls everything around it (like so 
many late 20th century corporate monoliths do). Its plaza is cold and windswept, made to look good in photographs but almost completely 
useless as a public space. Furthermore, it is symbolic of everything I hate about design, as it makes one of the most common aesthetic mistakes 
in its precincts but also in its mission: that is, to confuse design for art, generally making a hash of both. The difference is similar to mistaking a 
grammarian for a poet or a porn star for an actor. I appreciate a well-punctuated sentence or a well-placed money shot as much as the next 
citizen, but neither makes for art.

The Staples and Kodak centers, given their functions and those who built them (unimaginative corporate developers for an audience that thinks 
Britney Spears is a talented artist), I expect to be ugly. Whatever you have against Eli Broad or the aesthetics of the BCAM or the Disney 
Concert Hall, they provide a service to the community and are owned in the public trust. Rodeo Drive is too easy a target. It is perhaps the 
pinnacle of excess and the disparity of wealth in the world, but in the end, it’s just a bunch of shops, cut into streets and could theoretically 
become less a haven for the wealthy at one point, and just another set of streets. I can ignore Rodeo Drive.

But the PDC is such a massive eyesore, I really would like to see it replaced with an empty field.

Encapsulated in my vote is certainly my own prejudices, revealed here, but such a set of thoughts crosses everyone’s mind, if only for a split 
second as they decide what building they want to see demolished. Artigas has accomplished a revelation, a whole process that goes on silently 
when people enter the gallery and choose to participate.

Don’t let my argument sway you. Which building would you like to see destroyed?

You can vote online here. http://votodemo.com/

--Andrew Berardini


